HOMES & GARDENS

LIGHTEN UP
Debbie Blott tours a beautifully lit south west London
home with local lighting designer Virginie Avrillon Dunne

ighting is the unsung hero of interior design, often
only thought about when the builder asks where
you want to put the wiring. But it can totally
transform the look and feel of your home, elevating the
ordinary to the stunning. We asked local lighting designer
Virginie Avrillon Dunne to give us a tour of a recent project
to show us how it is achieved.

L

Lighting plays such an important role in interior design, says
Virginie. As well as revealing the beauty of the architecture
it can have a strong effect on how someone experiences
a space. The secret to success is to start considering your
lighting at the beginning of your project. Taking the time to
analyse how every area is used throughout the day and the
atmosphere you want to create will enable you to find the
perfect positioning and type of light fitting.
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kelvins) changes the effect of the light. Virginie
chose 2700k for a softer, warmer light in the
living areas and a crisper 3000k for the more
functional space.

Typical of many south west London properties,
this period home is a mix of beautiful original
features and contemporary new build rooms.
The owner wanted to bring back the elegant
glamour of the Victorian era in the drawing
room whilst enlivening the basement with
playful lighting. The trick was to create a
lighting scheme that would flow throughout
the home, from a warm and welcoming
entrance, through elegant reception rooms,
to the more modern rooms below, whilst
seamlessly blending these quite distinct styles
to sit comfortably together.

Great lighting is all about the shape and
positioning of shadows rather than simply
making things bright. Manipulating the
balance of light and shade creates interest
and atmosphere where there is none;
particularly useful in areas devoid of
interesting architectural features. Here, small
up-lights were installed along the basement
corridor, grazing the wall with narrow beams
of light designed to produce a dynamic,
repetitive pattern broken by the dramatic
introduction of colourful artwork accented by
well-positioned downlights.

Combining a fabulous focal point with layers
of light creates a magical atmosphere.
Deliberately avoiding modern spots and
downlights, an amethyst Venetian glass
chandelier was selected to take centre stage in
the drawing room. This highlighted the room’s
architectural features, with sparkling wall
sconces adding amazing patterns of light at
mid-level and clear glass table lamps dripping
soft pools of light at the edge of the sofa.
Well-planned lighting creates distinct zones
for different activities in open plan spaces,
diverting the eye away from task to living
areas when needed. In this case, the open
plan kitchen has to function well for food
preparation and transform into a decorative
space when entertaining in the dining area.
The decorative glass pendants are positioned
for maximum impact, drawing attention to the
central island feature, whilst discreet, recessed
LED downlights boost the light over work-

surface, hob and sink. Placing each layer of
light on its own individual circuit provides the
flexibility to dissolve the kitchen work surface
and appliances from view when required. An
additional layer of LED up-lights installed
along the top of the cabinets accentuate the
lovely high ceiling.

Through into the media and playroom the
colour of the shade echoes the rich sapphire
of the pool table. The lighting works in
harmony with the mirror to reflect the natural
daylight from the garden and the light in the
nook depending on the angle of view. The
right quality and quantity of light brings each
individual interior to life.
 Virginie Avrillon Dunne: Splash of Light.
07946 351056
 Debbie Blott: Debbie is the founder of the
DecorCafe Network www.thedecorcafe.com

The choice of each individual bulb was
carefully considered as the colour
temperature of each light (measured in

TOP TIPS
1. Consider your lighting at the beginning of your
project by analysing how you use every space
throughout the day and evening and the look and
feel you want to achieve.
2. Combine a fabulous focal point with layers of light
from floor to ceiling to create a magical atmosphere.
3. Control the ambience of your home by placing
each layer of lighting on its own circuit and
installing dimmer switches.
4. Cleverly position lights to create distinct zones
for different activities in open plan areas.
5. Choose your bulbs carefully to provide the type
of light you need – a soft glow in living rooms and
crisper, brighter light for more functional areas.

Local Lighting Sourcebook:







Designed by Light: www.designedbylight.com
Forbes and Lomax: www.forbesandlomax.com
John Cullen Lighting: www.johncullenlighting.com
Kew Lighting: www.kewlighting.co.uk
Mr Resistor: www.mr-resistor.co.uk
Pooky: www.pooky.com
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